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Prepared by Corporal Sebastian A. Buffa

July 1, 1944

The most vitamized of all liquids, thick foamy brew, equal in quality to anything in the States was sold 
to the boys today.  Two twenty-ounce bottles per man at ten cents a bottle.  This is the first Naples Beer 
received by this Group though it has been in
production in Naples for several weeks now
available to units making requests for it.
Headquarters Enlisted men's Club functioned as
distributors.  The club's normal take-in of $25.00
nightly correspondingly dropped when the boys
had something other to purchase.  Black-Jack was
again the main sport of the evening with Big Joe
Nichols, Georgia, continuing his unenvied
uninterrupted losing streak and thus again being
the principal contributor.  He swore off gambling
till the next evening....The Group was warned to
prepare for a possible inspection by the General
who was voyaging down to these parts to look
things over.  After feverish activity, each had their
respective spots looking as meticulously neat as a
tabernacle.  The General was too busy to inspect...With no casualties, evidently proving the faultless 
quality of our new gas masks, Headquarters personnel were put through the customary-typed gas 
chamber.  None of the lethal gases were used however....Cannetto Railroad bridge and Tunnel mouth 
were today's targets.  Obscured by rocky terrain permitting only a 15-second run resulted in bombs 
falling wide of target.  The first 18 ships carried the new type narrow S.A.P. (Semi-Armor Piercing) 
bomb.  Because of its slenderness, the plane can carry 6 x 1000 pound bombs rather than the usual load
of 4 x 1000 pound load.  General Knapp, Wing Commander, commenting on the concentrated pattern 
of this 6 x 1000 formation was highly pleased saying in effect that it is a concentration of such intensity
that would leave without question the desired destruction of target when hit.............

"Big Joe" Nichols (center); Hymie Setzer (left);
Unidentified (right)  Photo: Terri Kitrell

Modern Model of a SAP 1000 lbs Semi-
Armor Piercing Bomb  Photo collected from 
http://bombsaway.us/m59sap1000.html



July 2, 1944

Shortage of yard goods marked the main attraction of the day.  Peggy Steers, White Plains, N.Y. our 
Red Cross dough-nut girl appeared on the scene to pass out doughnuts to the returning combat crews 
with approximately 1/5th coverage of clothing.  Whatever attention accorded to her was quite 
justified....Temporarily relieving the critical toilet tissue shortage, each section received its 10-day 
ration – one roll...Onion skinned second sheets though not quite as suited for this purpose does help to 
tide us over till rations of toilet tissue are again issued......Today's missions were both successful.  San 
Lorenzo Rail bridge received direct hits as well as hits on approaches.  The fuel dump South East of 
Ostiglia where three of six buried tanks received direct hits large explosions and huge columns of black
smoke rose to several thousand feet........Headquarters received a telegram ordering the submission of 
dispensable former lawyers, accountants, business men with previous experience in contract 
negotiation, property settlement etc.  1st Lt. Kalina, Rockaway Beach, L.I., N.Y., cyphers Officer was 
the only name submitted.  He has been overseas twenty-two months......The Headquarters soft-ball 

From Left to Right: Sgt. John C. Bellendir, Sgt. Raymond Swingholm, Sgt. Harris B. Pate, Red Cross 
Girl Peggy Steers, Sgt. Aubrey Chatters  [All from the 321st Bomb Group]                                               
Photo collected from Red Cross website: http://redcrosschat.org/?attachment_id=9257



team won tonights' game by forfeiture.  The 488th Officers, actually a poor team with little artistry or 
team work failed to appear at the appointed hour.....

July 3, 1944

We lost our quiet, soft speaking, easy going, pleasant Captain Crossman, Group Air Liaison Officer, 
Former Lord Mayor of London.  Curiosity finally winning out, to broaden and better understand 
difficulties of combat flying and bombing, Captain Crossman, obtained a place in the 488th plane as 
observer.  On its run over target, intense heavy accurate flak got two direct hits on the plane.  Flame 
was observed by the wing plane occupants in the upper turret and right engine.  3 to 5 chutes were seen 
to open in the plane's descent.  Our prayers request the safe landing and return of the Good 
Captain....The target was another fuel dump in the Po Valley.  All patterns crossed the target area with 
direct hits on tanks, but no explosions or heavy smoke resulted.  Captain Eggers, Group Photo 
Interpreter feels safe in presuming the tanks were empty and suggests possibility that tanks might have 
contained molasses.  To which suggestion Major Brussels, Group Surgeon, responded that burning 
molasses would give a sugary smoke.  The flight caught a little hell over target.  Flak was intense heavy
in calibre and very accurate.  28 of the 36 where holed.  Nine of the returning ships came in on 
emergency landings.  Two ships came in on single engines.  One plane landed on its belly over-shot the
run-way and split in two.  In all four men were wounded with many more badly shaken on landing.....

July 4, 1944

Lt. John Murphy Jr., Ass't Intelligence Officer in the 488th Squadron working at Group Intelligence on a
rotation scheme to indoctrinate Squadron Intelligence with the problems and routine in Group 
Intelligence contends that the day is  in commemoration of Cornwallis' surrender to the continental or 
rebel troops.....Stand-down due to weather; prospective targets were again fuel dumps.  Uncle Joe 
Canon seems hell bent in his program to reduce German transportation and communications in Italy to 
the use of push-carts...On word of stand-down all Officers made a fast exit.  Those remaining 
luxuriating with feet on desks are exchanging jokes...Some are clever.....Notwithstanding stand-down 
formation flying and practice bombing continues.....Lt. Kittay, N.Y., N.Y. Group Provost Marshall, 
Group Fire Marshall, Group Mosquito Control Officer was given additional duty of proceeding with a 
chartered plane down to Sicily, Bread-Basket, of the Roman Empire, to purchase fresh vegetables, eggs
and fruit to supplement the dehydrated rations provided from Uncle Sam's Bread-basket......................

July 5, 1944

Tall large superstructured Captain Nelson, N.Y.U., Associate Professor, artillery Officer, graduate of 
Staff Command School Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., arrived as A.L.O. replacement for Captain 
Crossman......T/Sgt. Ralph Wyland, Smith E. Lewis, M/Sgt. Joseph N. Kline, Sgt. Shea, constituting the
first wave sent to Rome on rest leave for five days returned today.  All seemed totally 
wrecked....Conditions in Rome in the way of accommodations were not encouraging.  The Air Force 
Rest Camp was described as beautiful but too far from town.  Most men rented rooms in town 
wherever they could find one.  Food situation was also difficult for unless one wanted to wait out long 
lines at the designated 5th Army restaurants, it was necessary to pay prohibitive prices for meagre 
rations at private places.  Transportation proved another sore spot for Cabbies would insist on two or 
three dollars for short hauls and if one interested in the various cultural spots did not feel up to walking 



the many miles from one point to the other he was compelled to expend his resources on cabbies.   
They were all satisfied with the trip however feeling that Rome's grandeur was worth the 
inconveniences....Mission over Ostiglia Fuel dump failed to completely wipe out the remaining fuel 
dumps.  The formation was aggressively attacked by eight ME-109s.  The Gunners had a field day with
one very probable claimed.  The inaccuracy of the bombing was attributed to disturbance caused by 
these attacking fighters after the IP [Initial Point: The start of the actual bombing run.] was crossed.  
The one box which did place its bombs in the target area failed to hit the underground tanks.....

July 6, 1944

Parma West and Parma East Rail
bridges were today's targets with
excellent results.....Breakfast this
morning consisted of Fresh eggs
brought from Catania, Sicily.  Purchased
at $.09 per egg, $.16 less than in
Corsica.  Roast beef with well prepared
fresh salad and mashed potatoes for
dinner.  Supper consisted of poorly
kitchened C-rations which no-one cared
to eat.....At 18:15 hrs Lt. Richard Kittay
in a steady uninterrupted monotony
swept over th punitive Articles of War in less than fifteen minutes.  We are now presumed to be 
thoroughly informed of the pitfalls lying before us.  Thank God we already have a discretion of right 
and wrong for the reading of the AWs has about as much meaning as answering the Litany of the saints 
in Latin.....The Officers do have their share of tribulations in this war...The pidgin Italian acquired by 
the officers in Italy is still inadequate to convey to the waiters (brought over from Italy as kitchen 
helpers) the difference between sunny side-up and lightly turned over.  Major Kisselman has 
discovered that ordering eggs in this way invariably produces the latter so he orders eggs sunny side-
up.....Captain Anthony King, Ass't S-2, Massachusetts, normally aloof from the Headquarter's aplomb 
preferring to rub shoulders with the more rustically inclined Squadron Personnel, mixed with the gentry
eating his noon meal at the Headquarter's mess......

July 7, 1944

Weather made the day non-operational.....Four planes were dispatched on a 
nickeling mission dropping 24 bundles of Frontpost over the enemy lines 
immediately in front of the 5th Army troops...... Headquarters' softball team 
won an undeserved victory defeating the 488th enlisted men's team 4-2.  
Corporal Sikorski, normally very effective, walked in the winning tallies.... 
Beneath an enchanting Corsican Moon a well pleased audience watched 
Rosalind Russel and Brian Aherne excellently perform in What a 
Woman...... 

German ME-109 Fighter Planes



July 8, 1944

Evening sports activity in the Headquarters area continues with a great spirit of rivalry...Officers and 
Enlisted men, young and old shedding all differences and becoming corner lot base-ball players.  Once 
again fighting tooth and nail for their side right or wrong....Lt. Colonel Bailey, Group deputy 
commander, Major Joseph Bennett both from Texas, in a match horse-shoe contest against T/Sgt 
Joseph Nichols and Captain John Hanger, Georgia with the Texas boys coming out at the short end of 
the score..... The morning mission to Ostiglia Fuel Dump proved abortive so an afternoon mission was 
directed to the same target.  These tanks being underground require direct hits thus the bombs may all 
be in the target area still it is probable that the tanks do not receive direct hits.  The afternoon mission 
satisfactorily scored direct hits on two of the tanks.......

July 9, 1944

No mission because of weather.....Headquarters received from XIIth Air Force a six and one-half page 
endorsement ordering the immediate release of a certain private Smith indicted and convicted to four 
months in the guardhouse for allegedly stealing and wrongfully disposing of military property.  Bitterly
criticizing the erroneous decision of the court in concluding Smith's guilt on the sole and tenuous 
evidence of an unquestionably impeached witness, the more idealistically inclined reviewers felt the 
decision legally unsustainable.  The court consisting principally of lay officers and necessarily with a 
prejudice favoring good order and discipline seek to attain this end without being too seriously 
channeled by established rules of criminal jurisprudence only to have their decisions declared 
erroneous by the ultimate reviewer..... Five more of Headquarters Enlisted Personnel and three Officers
returned from their tour of the Eternal city.  Thomas Smith Abbeyville, S.C. of  Protestant faith found 
the radiating point of catholicism quite Awe inspiring.  Art & beauty apparently transcending all 
barriers.  Some resentment is expressed by returning Enlisted men over the more desirable 
circumstances of the Officers in Rome.  With the Red Cross and Air Force Rest Camps facilities the 
enlisted man is far from being totally neglected, however rather his stay in Rome could be a very 
pleasant one if he chose to take advantage of these facilities..... Volley-ball provided the main sport of 
the evening.  By sheer chance two well balanced teams faced each other.  A series of games were all 
very close and in the interval considerable rivalry developed.  The evening was climaxed with the final 
game.  Each player placing two dollars on his side.  Each man heron applied himself to a maximum.  
Few if any mistakes were made by either team and it was only after approximately one hour of playing 
did the winner surge ahead with a final 15 to 12 victory.  This and other similar experiences almost 
nightly evidences the high morale of the men.  Their own natural ability to adapt to the circumstances 
offering is no doubt primary to this successful state of affairs, but so too one cannot underestimate the 
essential role played by the Special Services in providing the many diversions which in turn the means 
through which such high morale is obtained.

July 10, 1944

The attendance at the Group Movies continues very high.  In the two day run of each film, a minimum 
estimate of 2,500 attendance is reported with the better films attracting upwards of 5,000.  Major Louis 
Keller, California, Group Operations Officer, after many days of confusion regarding his furlough to 
the States finally received orders to return home for a thirty day furlough.  He didn't bother to pack 
rather instructed his tent mates, Major Moody, Major Reubel to pack his things, and took off thirty 
minutes later on a plane going to Naples..... Captain Fred Dyer, Denver Colorado, (heads Group with 



missions flown) assumed duties as Operations Officer..... After a last inning fring [sic], the 
Headquarters' soft ball team with a seven run lead had a sufficient cushion to secure them another game
this time against the second place rivals the 486th EM..... M/Y [Marshaling Yard] at Rovigo, North of 
the Po on the main railroad between Bologna and Pachea [Padua?] was well covered with two patterns. 
Considerable damage was reported..... Orders from Rome Area Commander limits the personnel who 
might visit Rome at one time to 30 men per Group.  Headquarters thus has a quota of two Enlisted men 
every five days........ 

July 11, 1944

Railroad bridges were again today's targets.  One at Bistangno, Italy the
other at O-276494.  Each of the bridges received direct hits.... Prince
Bernhard of Holland flew in as Co-Pilot today in a B-25.  He has been
in this theatre about three weeks and wished to visit a B-25 base.
Wearing a Royal Netherlands Officer's cap, self assured confident
bearing, he maintained throughout his visit a careful reserve.  The
Colonel Willis Chapman, Jackson, Michigan, acted as host and guide.
Lt. Blum [Actually, Wilbur T. Blume] of the 9th Combat Camera Unit,
hurried over to operations, his C-3 Camera ready for action.  Two
attempts with flash shots failed, the Colonel chiding the now blushing
Lt. Blum[e].  The Prince and Colonel Chapman then obligingly walked
into the sun-light permitting another try.  The objects by now become
too camera conscious with final results unsatisfactory.......

July 12, 1944

Foiled by smoke screen over the Ferrara 
Railroad bridge the first mission went to its 
alternate, the Zoagli Railroad bridge with 
satisfactory results..  The second mission met 
with excellent results over the Ferrara Road 
bridge.  On this mission a photo ship lagging 
behind the formation was jumped by at least 
12 Enemy fighters.  The ship escaped 
unscathed but the gunners [Harold E. Winjum
& Wallace E. MacRitche] have to their credit 
one destroyed and one probable.  This same 
ship in the afternoon mission over Ferrara 
Railroad bridge, a repeat of the morning's 
mission, incurred motor trouble and was 
ditched out at sea on route home. [The author 
being somewhat removed from events got 
some details wrong. See Addendum at end of 
this Diary for more details on this incident.] 
The two gunners, the same gunners on the 
morning mission misunderstanding 
instructions bailed out rather than wait for 

Prince Bernhard of the 
Netherlands

Ship 9B, the Legal Eagle, Ditched at sea.  Two 
gunners bailed out before ditching and were lost at 
sea.  Photo: 57th Bomb Wing Archive



ditching.  Their chutes were seen to open and the men were seen to be afloat, but the men could not be 
later found by Air Sea Rescue who, through mistake, had been notified of this after considerable delay. 
The remaining five crew men however utilizing the dinghy were safely picked up..... At 2300 hrs Air 
Raid siren sounded off as warning of approaching enemy planes. Reported twenty miles out to sea.  
This was the first time we have been so alerted in over a month.  T/Sgt. Ralph Wyland, S-2 section 
chief was again C.Q. as he was the night of May 12th when Jerry made literal hash of Ralph and the 
Airfield.  Ralph delayed little in reaching the shelter constructed since the Raid..... Headquarters' soft-
ball team won again last night defeating the 845th Engineers, thus putting them in uncontested first 
place.  By defeating the 489th Officers, the next scheduled game, they will cinch championship for the 
first half of the season.  These games are usually very well attended.  The diamond occupying the 
center of a rectangular space constituting the Headquarters' living area is in easy reach for all of HQ 
personnel to root for the home.  The Officers usually bring out their beach chairs and file along the 
right field sideline watch-dogging to see that no injustice is done to
the Headquarters gang........

July 13, 1944

Beer in abundance, three bottles through weekly PX and one quart
bottle of Naples brew provided a fair supply to sip on at the close of a
hot day.  About 100 lbs of ice has been obtained from Bastia and
placed in a fifty gallon gasoline barrel.  All were able to store at least
two bottles in the barrel thus having cold beer after the evening's
sports activities are finished..... Missions today had but one objective,
the destruction of the Ferrara Railroad Bridge.  On the morning
mission only one box out of the six was able to successfully cover
portions of the bridge.  A repeat mission in the late afternoon with
three ships leading the formation by ½ minute dropping chaff and
frags over gun positions, was successful only in smothering the
effectiveness of the ack-ack but the bridge again received but one or
two hits.  A 487th ship had one engine knocked out of commission
when hit by flak.  The remaining engine could not sustain altitude so
orders were given to throw out all unnecessary weight.  Lt. Donovan [Charles F. Donovan], Navigator, 
who normally rides along with his shoes off, in the moment of excitement picked up his shoes with 
other things tossing them overboard.  The ship arrived back to base safely and Lt. Donovan came to 
interrogation in stocking-feet.  Some barefoot I-tie [Slang for Italian] no doubt thought it was God 
opening up the heavens answering his long prayers, but so far as Lt. Donovan was concerned he lost 
one pair of shoes....  

July 14, 1944

Mission today proved highly successful.  The rail and road bridges at Carbola both received many 
direct hits.  Both bridges were declared un-passable by later photo recces [reconnaissance].... Word has 
been received from HQ XIIth Air Force that S/Sgt. Wilbur Snapper, N.J. S-2 clerk of the 487th 
Squadron, presently on a two week jaunt to Cairo, has received a direct commission to Second Lt. 
effective the 29th of this month.  Major Carl Kisselman efforts in the respect finally being rewarded....



July 15, 1944

Tall, simple, humble, Corn Stalky, 36-year old bachelor from Iowa farms, Clarence Pepper gave us an 
Iowan's rendition of “Home on the Range” after having downed a few in the club last night priming 
him right for the occasion.  Many have waited many months to see or hear the usually soft unspeaking 
Pepper assert himself.  Only a few were present to experience the occasion however.... HQ Officers met
up with the 306th Officers in volley-ball with the 306th representatives giving a very good account of 
themselves.  The defeat was decisive..... The 201st Ack-Ack soft ball team played a non-league game 
with the HQ team.  Diminutive Sgt. Russel Dolce, Notre Dame graduate, young Chicago attorney, in 
the last inning of the game clipped one down the left field line and with fast legging, (his short legs 
taking three steps to the normal man's one) made the round of bases to
score the winning tally for the Headquarters team..... Corporal Louis
Capawanna in addition to his regularly assigned duties has undertaken
combat flying returned today from his sixth mission.  Today's mission had
as added attraction for Capawanna a belly landing on the home field.  He
squeezed out of the plane under his own power and walked back to
Operations cool as a cucumber, unscathed.  Two other ships of the same
box were also forced to crash land.  What disabled these ships remains a
mystery.  Flak was too low to do any damage.  It is volunteered by the
crew members that one of the bombs dropped by this box was hit by flak
causing it to burst slightly below the formation.  One of the ships' bomb
bay doors were shoved up in the bomb bay.  All three of the ships in the
forward element are now in for salvage.  The Ferrara Railroad bridge was
again the target with some success.  Latest photo recce showing the
cumulative effect of our efforts on this bridge indicate two trestles totally
destroyed and considerable damage reported on the Road bridge.  S/Sgt.
Arthur Vandermueller [VanderMeulen], Muskegon, Mich, critically wounded by this exploding bomb 
died in the hospital later that afternoon......

July 16, 1944

Inclement weather over target resulted in a stand-down for the day..... To add to the already unexpected 
niceties of life is the newly constructed well-screened Latrine to occupy the area previously taken up by
the shrapnel sieved tent that housed the popular barrel topped cavities.  In anticipation it will indeed be 
strange to participate in the natural function of life without feeling the delicate feet of flies playing hop-
scotch down one's spine.  Sgt. Ceasar Taranto, Norwich, N.Y., restaurant proprietor, now sanitation 
sergeant, with the assistance of two prisoners acted as foreman to the construction of this new latrine.  
So too was he foreman over the prisoners as they dug the holes well over their heads over which the 
new latrine would be placed.  The achievement beyond any doubt will contribute substantially to 
Operations and S-2s efforts in this war......

Arthur VanderMeulen



July 17, 1944

Our Group and the other B-25 Units in the 
57th Wing today received the congratulation 
of the C.G. [Commanding General] 12th Air 
Force for the success of the “Mallory Major”
operation lasting from July 12th through July 
15th.  340th 's part in it was in putting out of 
commission the Ferrara road and rail bridges 
and the Corbola road and rail bridges over 
the Po River.  It took six missions against the
first two targets to achieve the result and cost
us two B-25s, two men missing in action, 
one of whom died of wounds, and seven 
wounded.  The entire “Mallory Major” 
operation was the cutting of several vital 
bridges over the Po, and in slightly more than
72 hours the Wing's efforts destroyed or 
damaged 22 of the targets.  The 57th Wing 
units also attacked nine other important 
targets as alternates during this period.  

Another congratulatory telegram on this and/or other North Italy Communication target Operations was
received by General Eaker from General Eisenhower and was transmitted by General Eaker to all 
concerned..... S/Sgt. John Ptasienski, one of the Operation's Clerks, has a formidable job in typing up 
some three hundred Operations orders covering all our past combat assignments, records of which were
destroyed May 13th in the German Air Raid here.  This will require several weeks of typing.  Currently 
he is installed in the briefing room next door and has taken the only type-writer in the operations office.
This has left the Ops clerks in a hole and today precipitated a lot of fuss among operations and S-2 
personnel.  M/Sgt. Tom Lennon, section chief of operations, got very nettled and convinced Major 
Kisselman he should call up Captain John Hanger the supply Officer, to requisition another type-writer 
immediately..... The headquarters softball team played miserably tonight, losing 8 to 4 to the 486th 
Officers.  The boys made at least 10 errors and saw their winning streak halt at nine games..... Our 
mission today was against the Alessandria Rail bridge.  It was very well hit.....

July 18, 1944

Headquarters, as any man will tell you, is full of “characters.” but even in its interesting assortment one
or the other men stand out.  Such a one is S/Sgt. Sylvester H. Kepp, statistical clerk from Elmhurst, Ill. 
Kepp is a slender ascetic fellow of 37 with a thin saint's face and kindly, innocent blue eyes.  A small 
triangular mustache which he preens after washing in an absorbed, unselfconscious manner, seeing to 
add to the note of kindly harmlessness in his face.  His frame is somewhat bony and he walks with a 
slight stoop, as though he had stomach trouble.  From the time Kepp reaches his desk in the Operations,
S-2 building until he leaves it at night he is the so intensely preoccupied with his job of counting noses 
and aeroplanes he is utterly oblivious of what is going on.  Other clerks and Officers call to him but if 
he is busy at the telephone Kepp goes on without interruption until the task is finished, then inquires in 
a humble voice what is wanted.  “I hear them” he says, “but I can't be bothered when I'm 
concentrating.”  Being overseas 17 months doesn't bother this bachelor: he has a somewhat sentimental
and quiet patriotic view of his job in the war effort and he is quite happy to plug along doggedly at 



endless detail work when faster workers or less conscientious ones slip off to the beach in the afternoon
or leave the office early.  Night after night without a break he shows up in the enlisted men's club and 
drinks his moderate amount of Gin, rum and cognac – generally it's gin with lemonade - “just enough 
to make me feel good,”  he says.  At eleven P.M. he is at the height of his glory and launches on a song 
fest with amiable inebriates, the songs always being twenty years old or so.  His favorites are “The 
Wedding Bells are Breaking Up that Old Gang of Mine” and “We'll meet again (don't know where, 
don't know when).”  In his cup he corners a single victim and in a hushed obsequious voice gives 
utterances to the sententious, philosophical stream inside him.  Then he'll suddenly break off, wave his 
glass of gin and shout, “What a bunch of guys! What a Bar! What Liquor! What a war!”  Next morning 
Sylvester Kepp, the faithful statistical clerk is back on the job.

July 19, 1944           

2nd Lt. William E. Blum [Should read: Wilbur T. Blume], C.O. of  the 9th Combat Camera Detachment 
here is currently making a movie film about the Red Cross distribution of doughnuts and coffee to our 
crews after their missions.  He has film footage of our formations going out to the target, the bombs 
dropping over the target, the target area covered by smoke and the men eating and drinking during the 
interrogation.  Production of one scene showing the Red Cross girls actually handing out the victuals, 
was held up more than a week because the photogenic Red Cross girl was unavailable.  Lt. Blum[e] 
obtained two good-looking Red Cross girls in Bastia by having them sent down here on detached 
service to film the sequence.  Fraud! Fraud!..... In a few days he will start on a film depicting the 
various types of training undergone by 340th air crews in between missions..... Sgt. William E. Durkin 
of Buffalo, N.Y. Cyphers clerk is the second man from headquarters to leave on rotation.  Overseas two
years, Durkin was one of the noisiest and most aggressive “debaters” at the HQ Enlisted Men's bar, but 
also very well liked.... Apparently a big going away party is in store for him at the club.... A weather 
stations detachment of two officers and four enlisted men is now set up outside operations and services 
of the 340th with weather data before missions and also non-combat flights to other bases.  The other 
night one of the sergeants came in S-2 and passed out cans of beer, he explained, by way of Navy men 
on a liberty ship in Ajaccio.  How they got it does not bear investigation...... Leghorn and Ancona have 
been taken by Allied troops.....

July 20, 1944

With coffee, doughnuts and lemonade being passed out and the swing orchestra of the 41st Engineers 
(colored) beating out warm syncopation, the Red Cross enlisted men's club opened last night.  The club
came as a result of a suggestion by Mr. Stanley Robinson, field director of the Red Cross unit here, to 
Colonel Chapman, the Group Commander.  Could Colonel Chapman get the army to supply building 
materials and the skilled labor necessary?  If so the Red Cross would be happy to staff the club, 
maintain it and provide regular recreation and amusement programs there.  The building, a rustic, bark-
boarded one story structure, was designed by a draftsman in the 845th Aviation Engineers, and under the
direction of Sgt. Gayland Swartz, Santa Barbara Calif.  Another member of that unit, was put by a 
detail of men from the Squadrons of this Group.  Somewhat unique fittings and furniture give the 
finished job a fresh original atmosphere.  At the snack bar a half turret-dome lighted by an electric 
globe proclaims “The Best Damn Group There Is,” low card tables are cleverly contrived out of four 
metal bomb-fin containers welded together; reclining chairs are made of the same material.  Landing 
lights from our salvaged B-25s have been mounted in brackets on the side walls, the glass of the fixture
having been frosted for softer illumination; Monk's cloths draperies hang at each window, and 



miniature parachutes dangle from the ceiling where the refreshments are dispensed.  Each squadron of 
the 340th and some of the units nearby that service it have their organization insignia on the walls in the 
form of wooden plaques..... A few nurses and Red Cross girls attended the opening and danced with the
soldiers.... Yesterday the Group flew a very effective mission against the Sassuolo Rail bridge in the Po 
Valley.  Today similar results were obtained on a road-rail bridge outside Mantua....

July 21, 1944

It took a good deal of “policing up” the headquarters' area tonight before M/Sgt. Paul McElroy of 
Philadelphia, the Group Sergeant Major would release the men for their softball game with the 487th 
enlisted men.  Major Joseph F. Bennett of Kyle, Tex, the executive Officer had made an inspection of 
tents around the premises in the morning and found things, despite advance notice given, quite sloppy.  
Many men were called for not having put up their mosquito nets.  Others were reprimanded for having 
paper and cigarette butts strewn in and around their tents.  The Major also complained that the men 
cleaning up the enlisted men's club every morning merely removed the bottles and trash from the club 
and threw it into the brush outside.  So, for the first time in many months the enlisted strength of 
Headquarters bent low, fanned out wide and picked up “everything that doesn't grow.”  After the Police 
detail the chastened went out and licked the 487th softball team 3-2.  A nickeling mission was flown 
today over the Parma and Modena areas.

July 22, 1944

Ronco Scrivia Rail bridge just north of Genoa was successfully attacked.  Radio Control bombing, 
S/Sgt. Warden Mann's (Arlington, Texas) ingenuity was used for the first time with apparently excellent
results.  The details of this new technique has been kept Top Secret.... Group received personal 
congratulatory telegram from General Knapp, C.O. of 57th Wing for the excellent bombing of the 
Sassuolo bridge 19th July.... Considerable speculation is heard among the men concerning the now 
demonstrated breach between German High Command (Junkers) and the Nazi leaders. [On July 20th 
high-ranking German officers attempted to assassinate Hitler]  Those with proper
background as well as views of commentators parellelize [sic] the present political
breach with the political and military breach immediately preceding German
Capitulation in the last war.  To add to this buoyance [sic], though more remote has
been the present political crises in Japan with the Tojo Cabinet resigning and the
impasse on the formation of a new war cabinet.....  PX rations today consisted of
three 12-oz. Cans of Beer, (Shaefers N.Y.) six bars of candy and eight packs of
cigarettes.  The market thereafter became active; cigarettes exchanged by non-
smokers for candy or beer, beer exchanged by non-drinkers for cigarettes or candy.
With economic demands readily adjusted so far as limited supply permitted, the
market again became quiescent till the next PX.... Recent letter from Allied HQ
permits the wearing of Gold overseas bar for each six month period completed
overseas.  With less than 20 days remaining to complete 18 months overseas, the
members of this Group shall have the questionable distinction of wearing 3 gold bars
on their sleeves..... 

Olive Drab 
Can: 
Military 
Only



July 23, 1944

Borgo Forte Rail bridge was the primary target for today.  Several direct hits were scored.... Sgt. Ben 
Furstein, 5 ft tall and 5 ft wide, first cook in HQ mess, Bklyn N.Y. carried the torch for many 
disgruntled sideliners, who have felt a grievance towards the regular Headquarters' soft ball team for 
not having been given a fair chance to participate, organized a team composed principally of these 
sideliners.  T/Sgt. Joe Nichols, Georgia, began as pitcher for the scrubs, but his pleasant disposition was
nicked for a total of six runs before the first inning ended.  Captain Shear, Pittsburgh, Pa, Ass't prof of 
physics at U.of Pitt, replaced Joe and held the first team rather well thereafter.  The final score was 8 to 
1 giving them an easy victory.  The 5 to 2 odds given by the regulars was sure money.... Last week or 
so has evidenced a real drop in patronage to the HQ EM club.  The novelty has passed, the boys are 
taking in movies more frequently, the new Group EM Red Cross club attracts some, the Special Service
tent for HQ personnel where a respectable library and radio are present is also frequented much more 
than previously... Requests for volunteer Line Technicians to form what is believed Cadre for a VHB 
(Very Heavy Bomber) unit opened a great torrent of rumors on what such will involve..... many are 
gambling that this will entail immediate return to the States for training.  But to an equal number of 
more conservative souls who have experienced before what to expect when volunteering in the army 
did not think it was worth the gamble however much they desired a quick return to the States.....  
Captain Nelson's new detailed order of battle maps on Italy, Eastern Europe and the Western Front, a 
colorful mosaic to say the least, draws increasingly large numbers daily.  It is no longer unusual to see a
gathering of 10 to 15 glancing over the maps, carefully reading notes on the disposition of troops etc at 
any one time...... 

July 24, 1944

Headquarters' softball team continued its string of successive wins by defeating the 488th Officers with 
a three to two margin.  Wildness on the part of the 488th Pitcher donated the second run.... The winning 
tally was the result of a well placed drive in left center field bringing in S/Sgt. Slutski [Joseph Slutsky] 
from first base.... Spaghetti for evening meal was especially well done.  A limited portion, with no 
seconds, made each fragment that much more precious.  The skillets were cleaner than a kitten's milk 
cup when the fragmentary portions were consumed...  Those of Italian extraction weened on such 
delicacies felt the rationing particularly hard.... Expectations and preparations by the French Ground 
troops of this area for a visiting high ranking General did not materialize.  The right Taxi strip was 
designated as parade ground for the occasion with an unoccupied plane revetment as reviewing stand.  
Four companies of Moroccan troops were to pass in review....   Mission today was again successful... 
Chiavassi Road and Rail bridge was hit at several points.  Radio control bombing was again used.  
Satisfied with its results of this type of bombing the ideas are being disseminated among the Groups of 
this Wing for further trial...... Some discussion was carried on between members of the S-2 Office 
regarding the rigid censorship of political literature on the forthcoming election .  Quite obviously an 
intelligent Soldier's vote, though not likely anyway, would be an impossibility less some ruling be 
made of Article V of the Hatch Act loosening a strict compliance with it..... Among the rank and file so 
little inclined to giving thought or time to political discourses don't realize or feel any deprivation and 
in fact don't know that such a restriction even exists.......



July 25, 1944

Lt. Colonel Malcolm Bailey, Group Deputy Commander, 27 years of age of
San Antonio, Texas displayed most proudly the picture of his now two year
old daughter.  “She was but so big when I last saw her, I can hardly believe
she is my daughter now that she has grown so.”....... Gun inspection at HQ of
HQ personnel.  The new carbines, issued over one month ago, have not been
shot by any man authorizedly.  Apparently the only purpose for their issuance
was to conform to ARs [Army Regulations] but otherwise they are to be kept
in glass show-cases.  They would certainly be of tremendous use to members
of this unit who had but sparing instructions on the use of the regular M-03,
let alone shooting the carbine with which they had had no instructions
whatsoever.  Several of the EM had so-called clean guns, the officers retained
their perfect record.  M/Sgt. Harry Dullinger, of Washington D.C. Having no
other preoccupation but to inspect guns went over the guns with microscopic
eyes finding specks of dust and rust where the ordinary inspection would
consider the gun quite satisfactory.... Morning mission returned to the Cervo
Rail bridge, extensive repairs had been completed from damage done in
previous missions.  Again the bridge was hit in several places.  In the afternoon mission Chiavassi rail 
bridge was again successfully attacked collapsing that which was still standing.....

July 26, 1944      

Ostiglia rail and road bridges were the targets.
Quite literally those portions of the bridges 
that still remained were left floating down 
stream.  This particular achievement received 
considerable commendation from up above.  
For ten consecutive days other medium 
bombers of this and other wings had had this 
for their targets with no substantial damage 
having been attained.  On our first attempt we 
fulfilled that which the others could not in ten 
days.  Captain Fred Dyer, Ass't Group 
Operations Officer, flew his 75th mission to 
take the Group lead on missions flown.... 
Headquarters' soft ball team trounced to death 
the 487th Officers by a 16 to 2 margin.  
Coming with dressed shoes clean khakis and a
tie one would hardly expect to soil his apparel 
by bending too low for a grounder.  They 

withdrew from the league after this defeat.... The endless procession of French Motorized infantry 
moving northward, southward and northward again continues.  Where they are going, what is the 
purpose behind this movement is entirely befuddling.... From nowhere came the voice that General De 
Gaulle had passed through in one of these French Motor Convoys.  Lt. Blum[e], came rushing up 
wanting to know in which direction he was heading.  Traced down to its origin, it was finally 
determined the product of a casual statement made by one of the clerks that he shouldn't be surprised to
see De Gaulle leading one of these convoys.... Hemphill Thomas Smith, Abbeyville S.C., S/Sgt. Photo 

Lt. Col. Malcolm 
Bailey



Interpreter, has his second Jeep encounter withing the year.  This occasion he sought to envelop the 
Jeep around a large Cork tree.  He was avoiding a side sweeping 2 ½ ton GMC.  Excuse sounded 
plausible.....

July 27, 1944

Early last evening came orders from source higher than 57th

Wing to prepare for mission to Bologna A/D.  Photo Recce
reported 61 heavy guns around the field.  At a very early briefing
this morning, Captain George Wells,  Ass't Operations Officer,
entered the briefing room introduced the target as a hot target.
Then proceeded to explain that Recces disclosed at least 61
heavy gun emplacements around the area.  The men still drowsy
suddenly snapped out of their twilight sleep, eyes became starry. 
Captain Wells then hesitated glanced down at his notes, said
“Sorry men, I was reading the wrong target information, we have
received later orders.”  The drowsiness returned and the men
were soon half asleep again.  Apparently Wing had made a
fervent appeal to higher HQ indicating that such a strongly
defended target was suicide for medium level bombing.  Carisaca
Road bridge in Italy was the new target and for the 5th successive
day the Group had again successfully bombed placing an
excellent pattern across the center of the bridge..... This entire island, an arsenal the extent of which 
one's own imagination cannot surmise, was placed in alert for a probable land sea or air operation by 
the enemy.  The orders direct each man to carry his weapon, (whether he knows the use of it or not) his 
Gas Mask, helmet and ammunition..  What a holocaust would inevitably result if an attempt were made
with both Officers and enlisted knowing no more of what to do or where to go than a bunch of Chinese 
on an American baseball diamond.....  

July 28, 1944

Stand-down all day.  Office extremely quiet.. Major Kisselman, S-2 Officer, Camden N.J., Lawyer, 
detailed to sit on General Court in Bastia as Law Member should be back tonight..... Captain Eggers, 
Group P.I. Officer Englewood, Calif is off to Rome for his five days.... Major Joseph Reubel, West 
Pointer, Group Operations Officer returned from his 30-day furlough to the States.  He was gone three 
months.  Said the “Transportation back was difficult to obtain.”  His brilliant sharp wit no way 
deteriorated by this trip home for he kept Colonel Chapman on down to every enlisted man in S-2 or S-
3 entirely interested with his resume of his experiences.... The Club last night was the setting for a hotly
contested free-for-all debate on the position and appreciation of Russia's part in this war.  S/Sgt. Joseph 
Slutsky, Bronx, N.Y. of Russian Jewish Parentage viewing with a slight prejudice Russia's position 
feels that Russia's contributions are being wholly ignored and belittled by their other allies.  What 
further recognition can be given them without completely denying that the other allies are also doing 
their share in this war and substantially contributing to Russian successes is difficult to understand but 
such are his sympathies.  The remaining members seemed far more inclined to view the war from 
American eyes and give credit where credit is due, but certainly not denying the tremendous part 
played by America in producing what is necessary for the rest of the world as well as providing several 
millions of troops on the various fronts..... Five new replacements assigned to HQ.  Arrivals of the 

George Wells



disbanded Fighter Training Pool in North Africa, our former Commander Colonel Charles Jones' old 
organization.... Their rank is one staff, two buck sergeants, one corporal.  Considering that this 
headquarters is now well over-ranked and many who have been deserving some promotion have done 
without, the entrance of these men just heaps on the already unfortunate situation.  All this seems to 
indicate poor administration during the activation of this Group for had more discretion been exercised 
at this stage giving promotions to those who satisfactorily performed their duties and give only such 
rank authorized by the T.O. [Table of Organization] then each section would be now composed of its 
proper allocated rank.  As Captain Eggers characterized the rank situation in the Army namely one 
must first examine the T.O. and then decide what he wants to be otherwise he will never be a success....

July 29, 1944

Group again non-operational because of bad 
weather.  Four planes participated in a nickeling 
mission dropping over enemy lines the latest 
edition of Frontpost.  The points of release were 
on the Fifth Army sector.  Training film, 
“Memphis Bell” based on the popularly known B-
17 operating over Germany was the best received 
of all training films yet shown.  Captain Moody, 
Group Navigator, from San Louis Obisco Calif 
felt that the film if it had any instructional 
qualities at all, they were to teach the young 
uninitiated to keep forever out of aerial combat.

July 30, 1944

More training films were shown in addition to a 
repeat of Memphis Bell.  These others were of 
British production principally devised to warn 
combat crews on the techniques used by German 
Intelligence in ferreting out information from 
captured combat crews.... The Group, through 
MAAF, PRO is to undertake an extensive 
publicity program eulogizing the two unfortunate 
instances namely Vesuvius eruption and the 
equally devastating Luftwaffe attack on this 
aerdrome in the light of the Group's outstanding 
performance in the face of these adversities.... 

Second of the Headquarters' grudge games was played between the outcast scrubs and the so called 
regulars.  Captain Farmer, Indianapolis, Indiana pitched very poorly walking nine men.  Unable to 
capitalize on this advantage the scrubs again lost.  The team however felt that it had achieved a moral 
victory for it had succeeded in keeping the score tied at two runs till the last inning... A back-handed 
compliment was handed by the regulars to the scrubs by declaring that there would be no odds given in 
the next game... Pay-day tomorrow... For many it will be but the formality of turning the entire amount 
over to one of many creditors who await at the first door closest to the pay office....

US Propaganda Newsletter Dropped on German
Lines



July 31, 1944

Group again stood down due to inclement weather over target....
Payday postponed to 1st August, reason unknown.... Lunch normally
our best meal, proved a miserable offering.  Fried Salmon, Lima
beans, catsup, one piece of sliced Pineapple, bread, coffee.  Better
luck tomorrow.... HQ softball team defeated the 486th enlisted men
placing them one game out of first place.  League leading 845th

Engineers are the next scheduled game..... Lt. Dombrowski,
Bombardier, shot down over Gricigliano Rail bridge has returned
safely to allied hands after remaining in seclusion till allied troops
drove beyond the region in which he was hiding [See War Diary
entry for June 22, 1944].... Unusual and very much enjoyed was
Betty Davis and Marian Hopkins in “Old Acquaintance”  Rich
dialog, excellent characterization, novelty of plot offered a well
balanced program.... S/Sgt. Sylvester Kepp, Chicago caused a near
mutiny in his tent early this morning when in jovial inebriation, (as
yet no one has seen Kepp sober in the evenings since the EM club
opened) sat at the entrance to his tent in the moonlight and sang in a
soft Ted Lewis style the many sentimental ballads of 15 years ago.  At 3:30 A.M. the limit of patience 
was reached for Sylvester's life was angrily threatened from several sources.  Joseph N. Kline, M/Sgt. 
Bombardier, one of Kepp's tent mates, fed up with this regular interruption every night pulled stakes 
the next morning bringing his clothing and equipment up to a small field tent where Operations and S-2
previously stored their things......     



Addendum

July 12, 1944

The author of this War Diary in describing the tragic events relating to the German fighter attack on the
photographic ship and the loss of ship 9B, the Legal Eagle did not have all of the facts straight.

The following information and photographs were provided by Burton Blume, son of Lt. Wilbur T. 
Blume of the 9th Combat Camera Unit.

In the early hours of July 12th the 489th Squadron was directed to fly a bombing mission against the 
railroad bridge in Ferrara, Italy.  It was known to be a 'hot' target, well defended by German guns.

A ship called “Flack Fodder II” was specially equipped as a camera ship and was to follow behind the 
other bombers to photograph the target after the formation's bombs were dropped.  The photographers 
on board took a snapshot of the crew.

Crew (L to R) Pilot 1st Lt. Will Witty; Copilot 2nd Lt. Bob Martin; Photographer 2nd Lt. 
Wilbur T. Blume; Gunner S/Sgt. Harold Winjum; Photographer Sgt. Valentine Karner; 
Bombardier 2nd Lt. Joe Marzulla; Gunner T/Sgt. Bob Hertel; Gunner S/Sgt. Harry Yohe



The bomber formations encountered a flight of about 16 German fighter planes.  A group of six or eight
fighters broke away to attack the lone camera ship that was trailing far behind the tight bomber 
formations.  The gunners aboard the Flak Fodder acquitted themselves well.  One German fighter plane
was confirmed shot down and a second was judged a 'probable.'

 
Note: The two photographers were not part of the 489th Squadron and not listed on the crewlist.



Back at the base the successful gunners posed for photographs.

Later that same day Sgt. Winjum and Sgt. Hertel were assigned another mission this time to hit the 
railroad bridge at Chiavari, Italy.  Sgt. Yohe was not on the afternoon flight nor were any of the other 
crew of the Flak Fodder.



When 9B, the Legal Eagle, developed engine trouble and had to ditch in the sea, Sgt. Harold Winjum 
and Sgt. Wallace E. MacRitchie apparently misunderstood the pilot's instructions and parachuted from 
the aircraft.

The crew who stayed with the aircraft when it ditched were rescued.  Neither Winjum nor MacRitchie 
were ever found.


